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MICROFEATURE WORKPIECES HAVING 
MICROLENSES AND METHODS OF 
FORMING MICROLENSES ON 
MICROFEATURE WORKPIECES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This application is related to US. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/857,948, ?led Jun. 2, 2004, Which is hereby incor 
porated by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention is related to microfeature Work 
pieces having microlenses and methods of forming micro 
lenses on microfeature Workpieces. 

BACKGROUND 

Microelectronic imagers are used in digital cameras, 
Wireless devices With picture capabilities, and many other 
applications. Cell phones and Personal Digital Assistants 
(PDAs), for example, are incorporating microelectronic 
imagers for capturing and sending pictures. The groWth rate 
of microelectronic imagers has been steadily increasing as 
they become smaller and produce better images With higher 
pixel counts. 

Microelectronic imagers include image sensors that use 
Charged Coupled Device (CCD) systems, Complementary 
Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) systems, or other 
solid-state systems. CCD image sensors have been Widely 
used in digital cameras and other applications. CMOS image 
sensors are also quickly becoming very popular because 
they are expected to have loW production costs, high yields, 
and small siZes. CMOS image sensors can provide these 
advantages because they are manufactured using technology 
and equipment developed for fabricating semiconductor 
devices. CMOS image sensors, as Well as CCD image 
sensors, are accordingly “packaged” to protect their delicate 
components and to provide external electrical contacts. 
An image sensor includes an array of pixels arranged in 

a focal plane. Each pixel includes a photogate, photocon 
ductor, or a photodiode With a doped region for accumulat 
ing a photo-generated charge. Microlenses are commonly 
placed over imager pixels. A microlens is used to focus light 
onto the initial charge accumulation region. Conventional 
technology uses a single microlens With a polymer coating, 
Which is patterned into squares or circles over corresponding 
pixels. The microlens is heated during manufacturing to 
shape and cure the microlens. Use of microlenses signi? 
cantly improves the photosensitivity of the imaging device 
by collecting light from a large light-collecting area and 
focusing the light onto a small photosensitive area of the 
sensor. The ratio of the overall light-collecting area to the 
photosensitive area of the sensor is knoWn as the ?ll factor 
of the pixel. 

The use of smaller-siZed microlens arrays is of increasing 
importance in microlens optics because of the need to reduce 
the siZe of imager devices and increase imager resolution. 
Reducing pixel siZe, hoWever, reduces the siZe of the charge 
accumulation area in the individual pixels. Accordingly, as 
the siZe of imager arrays and photosensitive regions of 
pixels decreases, it becomes increasingly di?icult to provide 
a microlens capable of focusing incident light onto the 
photosensitive region. This problem is due in part to the 
dif?culty in constructing a smaller microlens that has the 
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2 
optimal focal characteristics for the imager device and that 
optimally adjusts for optical aberrations introduced as the 
light passes through the various device layers. Also, it is 
dif?cult to correct possible distortions created by multiple 
regions above the photosensitive area, Which result in 
increased crosstalk betWeen adjacent pixels. “Crosstalk” can 
occur When off-axis light strikes a microlens at an obtuse 
angle. The off-axis light passes through planariZation 
regions and a color ?lter, misses the intended photosensitive 
region, and instead strikes a photosensitive region in an 
adjacent pixel. Consequently, imagers With smaller-siZed 
microlenses have dif?culty in achieving high color ?delity 
and signal/noise ratios. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1-5 illustrate stages in a method for manufacturing 
a plurality of microlenses on a microfeature Workpiece in 
accordance With one embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of a 
microfeature Workpiece including a substrate and a plurality 
of imaging dies formed in and/or on the substrate. 

FIG. 2A is an enlarged schematic side cross-sectional 
vieW of a portion of the Workpiece after patterning and 
developing a resist layer to form a plurality of discrete 
shaping members. 

FIG. 2B is a schematic top plan vieW of the portion of the 
Workpiece illustrated in FIG. 2A. 

FIG. 3A is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of the 
Workpiece after re?oWing the shaping members to form a 
shaping structure. 

FIG. 3B is a schematic top plan vieW of the portion of the 
Workpiece illustrated in FIG. 3A. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of the 
Workpiece after depositing lens material onto the Workpiece. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of the 
Workpiece after re?oWing the discrete masses of lens mate 
rial to form a plurality of microlenses. 

FIG. 6A is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of a 
Workpiece With a shaping structure in accordance With 
another embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 6B is a schematic top plan vieW of the Workpiece of 
FIG. 6A. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of a 
Workpiece having a shaping structure in accordance With 
another embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 8 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece having 
a plurality of shaping members located betWeen adjacent 
pixels in accordance With another embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece having 
a plurality of shaping members located betWeen adjacent 
pixels in accordance With another embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

FIG. 10 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece 
having a plurality of shaping members located betWeen 
adjacent pixels in accordance With another embodiment of 
the invention. 

FIG. 11 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece 
having a plurality of shaping members located betWeen 
adjacent pixels in accordance With another embodiment of 
the invention. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece 
having a plurality of shaping members located betWeen 
adjacent pixels in accordance With another embodiment of 
the invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

A. Overview 
The following disclosure describes several embodiments 

of microfeature workpieces having microlenses and meth 
ods of forming microlenses on microfeature Workpieces. 
One embodiment of a method for forming microlenses 
includes forming a plurality of shaping members on a 
microfeature Workpiece betWeen adjacent pixels, recon?g 
uring the shaping members to form a shaping structure 
betWeen adjacent pixels, constructing discrete masses of 
lens material over corresponding pixels such that individual 
masses of lens material are separated from each other by the 
shaping structure, and re?oWing the discrete masses of lens 
material and form a plurality of microlenses. 

In one aspect of this embodiment, the shaping members 
are formed by depositing a photo-active layer onto a surface 
of the Workpiece, patterning the photo-active layer, and 
selectively developing the photo-active layer to form the 
shaping members on the surface. The shaping members can 
include a ?rst shaping member With a ?rst cross-sectional 
area and a second shaping member With a second cross 
sectional area different than the ?rst cross-sectional area. 
The shaping members can have a generally similar height or 
different heights. The shaping structure can be a continuous 
frame or have discrete portions spaced apart from each other. 

Another aspect of the invention is directed to methods of 
forming image sensors on microfeature Workpieces. One 
embodiment of a method for forming image sensors includes 
constructing a plurality of pixels in and/ or on a substrate and 
forming a shaping structure betWeen adjacent pixels. The 
shaping structure has a desired con?guration and de?nes a 
plurality of openings over corresponding pixels. The method 
further includes depositing lens material into the openings 
and re?oWing the lens material to form a plurality of 
microlenses. The shape of the microlenses is at least par 
tially dependent on the con?guration of the shaping structure 
because, When the lens material is heated, the surface 
tension of the shaping structure changes the topography of 
the lens material. 

Another aspect of the invention is directed to microfeature 
Workpieces. In one embodiment, a microfeature Workpiece 
includes a substrate, an array of pixels formed in and/or on 
the substrate, and a shaping structure formed on the sub 
strate. The shaping structure de?nes a plurality of openings 
over corresponding pixels and has a desired con?guration. 
The Workpiece further includes a plurality of discrete masses 
of lens material located in corresponding openings of the 
shaping structure. The lens material has a solid phase and a 
?oWable phase in Which the lens material changes shape 
based at least partially on the con?guration of the shaping 
structure. For example, the lens material can have a surface 
contour With a compound curvature and/or an asymmetrical 
shape corresponding at least in part to the con?guration of 
the shaping structure. 

Speci?c details of several embodiments of the invention 
are described beloW With reference to CMOS image sensors 
to provide a thorough understanding of these embodiments, 
but other embodiments can use CCD image sensors or other 
types of solid-state imaging devices. Several details describ 
ing structures or processes that are Well knoWn and often 
associated With other types of microelectronic devices are 
not set forth in the folloWing description for purposes of 
brevity. Moreover, although the folloWing disclosure sets 
forth several embodiments of different aspects of the inven 
tion, several other embodiments of the invention can have 
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4 
different con?gurations or different components than those 
described in this section. As such, the invention may have 
other embodiments With additional elements or Without 
several of the elements described beloW With reference to 
FIGS. 1-12. 

B. Embodiments of Methods for Manufacturing Microlenses 
on Microfeature Workpieces 

FIGS. 1-5 illustrate stages in a method for manufacturing 
a plurality of microlenses on a microfeature Workpiece in 
accordance With one embodiment of the invention. FIG. 1, 
for example, is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of a 
microfeature Workpiece 100 including a substrate 102 and a 
plurality of imaging dies 110 (only tWo are shoWn) formed 
in and/or on the substrate 102. The individual imaging dies 
110 include a surface 111, an image sensor 112 at the surface 
111, an integrated circuit 114 (shoWn schematically) oper 
ably coupled to the image sensor 112, and a plurality of 
external contacts 116 (e.g., bond-pads) operably coupled to 
the integrated circuit 114. The image sensor 112 includes a 
plurality of pixels 118 (shoWn in FIG. 2A) and can be a 
CMOS device or a CCD image sensor for capturing pictures 
of other images in the visible spectrum. The image sensor 
112 may also detect radiation in other spectrums (e.g., IR or 
UV ranges). The imaging dies 110 may also include a 
plurality of through-Wafer interconnects (not shoWn) 
extending from corresponding external contacts 116 to the 
back side of the die 110, as described in US. patent 
application Ser. Nos. 10/863,994 and 10/894,262, Which are 
incorporated by reference herein. 

After forming the imaging dies 110, a photo-active layer 
120 is spun onto or otherWise deposited across the Work 
piece 100 using knoWn processes. The photo-active layer 
120 can be a layer of resist that has a ?rst surface 122 
adjacent to the surface 111 of the imaging dies 110, a second 
surface 124 opposite the ?rst surface 122, and a thickness H 1 
betWeen the ?rst and second surfaces 122 and 124. The resist 
material can be a generally transmissive material that per 
mits light and/or other electromagnetic radiation to pass 
through. For example, the resist material can be similar to or 
the same as the lens material described beloW. In other 
embodiments, the resist material can be opaque or otherWise 
nontransmissive to light and/ or other electromagnetic radia 
tion. 

FIG. 2A is an enlarged schematic side cross-sectional 
vieW of a portion of the microfeature Workpiece 100 after 
patterning and developing the photo-active layer 120 (FIG. 
1) to form a plurality of discrete framing and/or shaping 
members 130. FIG. 2B is a schematic top plan vieW of the 
portion of the Workpiece 100 shoWing the location of the 
cross-section illustrated in FIG. 2A. Referring to FIGS. 2A 
and 2B, the shaping members 130 are located betWeen 
adjacent pixels 118 of the image sensor 112 and de?ne a 
plurality of openings 134 over corresponding photosensors 
119 of the pixels 118. Although in the illustrated embodi 
ment, multiple shaping members 130 are located betWeen 
each pair of adjacent pixels 118, in other embodiments, a 
single shaping member 130 can be located betWeen each 
pair of adjacent pixels 118. 
The shaping members 130 can have various siZes and 

shapes that are selected to form a shaping structure With a 
desired con?guration, as described in detail beloW. For 
example, the illustrated shaping members 130 have a gen 
erally similar height Hl (FIG. 2A) and a rectilinear cross 
sectional shape. The illustrated shaping members 130 also 
have different cross-sectional areas selected to provide spe 
ci?c volumes of material for forming the shaping structure. 
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More speci?cally, one embodiment of the shaping members 
130 includes a plurality of ?rst shaping members 130a 
having a ?rst Width W1, a plurality of second shaping 
members 1301) having a second Width W2 less than the ?rst 
Width W1, a plurality of third shaping members 1300 having 
a third Width W3 less than the second Width W2, and a 
plurality of fourth shaping members 130d having a fourth 
Width W4 less than the third Width W3. 

The spacing betWeen adjacent shaping members 130 is 
also selected to provide speci?c volumes of material for 
forming the shaping structure. For example, the ?rst and 
second shaping members 130a-b are separated by a ?rst 
distance E1, and the second and third shaping members 
130b-c are separated by a second distance E2 at least 
approximately equal to the ?rst distance E. In other 
embodiments, the shaping members 130 may not be equi 
distant from the adjacent shaping members 130, but rather 
the shaping members 130 can be spaced apart by different 
distances. In additional embodiments, such as those 
described beloW With reference to FIGS. 8-12, the shaping 
members 130 can have different heights, other cross-sec 
tional shapes, and/or the same cross-sectional area. 

In the illustrated embodiment, the shaping members 130 
are discrete elements that project from the surface 111 of the 
imaging dies 110 (FIG. 1) and are spaced apart from each 
other. In other embodiments, the shaping members 130 can 
be portions of a shaping unit that also includes a base 132 
(shoWn With a broken line in FIG. 2A). In such embodi 
ments, the shaping members 130 project from the base 132, 
and the shaping members 130 and the base 132 are integral 
members of the shaping unit. 

FIG. 3A is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of the 
Workpiece 100 after re?oWing the shaping members 130 
illustrated in FIGS. 2A and 2B to form a frame and/or 
shaping structure 140. FIG. 3B is a schematic top plan vieW 
of the portion of the Workpiece 100 illustrated in FIG. 3A. 
Referring to FIGS. 3A and 3B, the illustrated shaping 
structure 140 has a compound curvature With a plurality of 
connected arcuate sections 142. For example, a plurality of 
?rst arcuate sections 142a have a ?rst height S 1 (FIG. 3A) 
and a ?rst Width Yl (FIG. 3B), a plurality of second arcuate 
sections 1421) have a second height S2 (FIG. 3A) less than 
the ?rst height S 1 and a second Width Y2 (FIG. 3B) less than 
the ?rst Width Y1, and a plurality of third arcuate sections 
1420 have a third height S3 (FIG. 3A) less than the second 
height S2 and a third Width Y3 (FIG. 3B) less than the second 
Width Y2. 

The height, Width, and surface contour of the different 
arcuate sections 142 of the shaping structure 140 are based 
on at least the folloWing parameters: (a) the cross-sectional 
area of the corresponding shaping members 130 (FIG. 3A); 
(b) the height of the corresponding shaping members 130; 
(c) the spacing betWeen the corresponding shaping members 
130; (d) the length of time the corresponding shaping 
members 130 are heated during re?oW; and (e) the proper 
ties of the material of the photoactive layer 120. For 
example, the ?rst arcuate sections 142a have a greater height 
than the second arcuate sections 1421) because the ?rst 
shaping members 130a (FIG. 2B) have a larger cross 
sectional area than the second shaping members 1301) (FIG. 
2B). The above-mentioned parameters are selected so that 
the different sections 142 of the shaping structure 140 have 
a desired con?guration, including a desired height, Width, 
and/or surface contour, to shape the microlenses. In other 
embodiments, such as those described beloW With reference 
to FIGS. 6A-7, the parameters can be changed to form a 
shaping structure With a different con?guration. For 
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6 
example, the shaping structure may not have a compound 
curvature With connected arcuate sections, or sections of the 
shaping structure on opposite sides of a pixel may have 
different con?gurations. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of the 
Workpiece 100 after depositing lens material 150 across the 
surface 111 of the image sensor 112. The lens material 150 
can be spun onto or deposited across the Workpiece 100 
using knoWn methods to form an initial cover layer of lens 
material (shoWn in broken lines). In the illustrated embodi 
ment, the lens material 150 has a thickness X greater than the 
height S 1 of the shaping structure 140 and ?lls the openings 
134 over the pixels 118. Although the lens material 150 
covers the shaping structure 140 in the illustrated embodi 
ment, in other embodiments, the lens material 150 can be 
deposited into the openings 134 and have a thickness less 
than the height of at least some of the sections 142 of the 
shaping structure 140. The lens material 150 is a generally 
translucent material for alloWing light and other electromag 
netic radiation to pass through the material 150 and strike the 
photosensors 119. The lens material 150 can be the same 
material used to form the shaping structure 140 in several 
applications. 

After depositing the cover layer of lens material 150 
across the Workpiece 100, portions of lens material 150 over 
the shaping structure 140 are removed to at least partially 
expose a surface 144 of the shaping structure 140 and form 
discrete masses of lens material 150 over corresponding 
pixels 118. The portions of lens material 150 can be removed 
by constructing a pattern on the lens material 150 and then 
etching, Washing, or using other suitable processes to expose 
the surface 144. The discrete masses of lens material 150 are 
spaced apart from adjacent masses of lens material 150 by 
a gap G. The gap G is siZed to expose a suf?cient portion of 
the surface 144 of the shaping structure 140 such that the 
surface 144 helps shape the discrete masses of lens material 
150 into a desired con?guration during re?oW. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of the 
Workpiece 100 after re?oWing the discrete masses of lens 
material 150 to form a plurality of microlenses 160. During 
re?oW, the lens material 150 changes from a generally solid 
phase to a generally ?oWable phase such that the surface 
tension of the exposed surface 144 draWs lens material 150 
upWardly along the surface 144 in a direction Y. Because 
different sections 142 of the shaping structure 140 have 
different heights, Widths, and surface contours, the move 
ment of the lens material 150 adjacent to each section 142 
of the shaping structure 140 depends at least partially on the 
con?guration of that particular section 142 of the shaping 
structure 140. Consequently, the lens material 150 may ?oW 
into a complex, asymmetrical shape as the material 150 
adjacent to the shaping structure 140 is draWn upWardly in 
the direction Y by the surface tension of the exposed surface 
144. The cured masses of lens material 150 form micro 
lenses 160 having a top surface 162 With a desired surface 
contour that corresponds in part to the con?guration of the 
shaping structure 140 for directing light and/or other elec 
tromagnetic radiation toWard corresponding photosensors 
119. The con?guration of the shaping structure 140 may not 
signi?cantly change While the lens material 150 is re?oWed 
because the shaping structure 140 has been already cured. 
One feature of the method illustrated in FIGS. 1-5 is that 

the microlenses 160 can be formed into complex shapes that 
are better able to direct/focus the radiation onto the indi 
vidual pixels. For example, the microlenses 160 can have an 
asymmetrical shape and/or a surface contour With a com 
pound curvature. An advantage of this feature is that the 
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shape of the microlens 160 can be selected to accurately 
focus light at a desired area of the pixel 118, such as the 
photosensor 119. For example, the photosensor 119 can be 
offset from the center of the microlens 160 and the complex 
shape of the microlens 160 can accurately focus the light at 
the photosensor 119. Moreover, the microlens 160 can 
accurately focus light at the photosensor 119 independent of 
Where the light strikes the microlens 160. For example, the 
microlens 160 can accurately focus light that impinges upon 
a perimeter section of the microlens 160 and accurately 
focus light that impinges upon a central section of the 
microlens 160. Furthermore, by accurately focusing light, 
the microlenses 160 reduce the crosstalk betWeen adjacent 
pixels 118. Crosstalk can occur When off-axis light strikes a 
microlens at an obtuse angle, passes through a color ?lter, 
misses the intended photosensor 119, and strikes a photo 
sensor 119 in an adjacent pixel 118. Therefore, the illustrated 
microlenses 160 enhance performance of a device by reduc 
ing crosstalk and accurately focusing light toWard the pixels 
118. 

C. Additional Embodiments of Shaping Structures for Form 
ing Microlenses 

FIG. 6A is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of a 
Workpiece 200 With a shaping structure 240 in accordance 
With another embodiment of the invention. FIG. 6B is a 
schematic top plan vieW of the portion of the Workpiece 200 
illustrated FIG. 6A. Referring to FIGS. 6A and 6B, the 
illustrated shaping structure 240 includes a plurality of ?rst 
sections 242a having a ?rst height S3 (FIG. 6A) and a ?rst 
Width Y3 (FIG. 6B), and a plurality of second sections 2421) 
having a second height S4 (FIG. 6A) less than the ?rst height 
S3 and a second Width Y4 (FIG. 6B) less than the ?rst Width 
Y3. The illustrated shaping structure 240 has a generally 
doWnWard slope extending from the ?rst sections 24211 to 
the second sections 242b, as opposed to the compound 
curvature of the shaping structure 140 illustrated in FIGS. 
3A and 3B. The illustrated shaping structure 240 can be 
formed by re?oWing the shaping members 130, described 
above With reference to FIGS. 2A and 2B, for a longer 
period of time than the re?oW time required to form the 
shaping structure 140 illustrated in FIGS. 3A and 3B. In 
other embodiments, the shaping structure 240 can have other 
con?gurations. For example, the second sections 2421) can 
have a greater height than the ?rst sections 242a. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic side cross-sectional vieW of a 
Workpiece 300 having an at least partially cured shaping 
structure 340 in accordance With another embodiment of the 
invention. The shaping structure 340 includes a plurality of 
discrete sections 342 projecting from the surface 111. In the 
illustrated embodiment, the individual sections 342 are 
deposited and/ or formed so that they spaced apart from each 
other and have different heights and Widths. For example, a 
?rst section 34211 has a ?rst height S5 and a ?rst Width Y5, 
a second section 34219 has a second height S6 less than the 
?rst height S5 and a second Width Y6 less than the ?rst Width 
Y5, and a third section 3420 has a third height S7 less than 
the second height S6 and a third Width Y7 less than the 
second Width Y6. In other embodiments, the sections 342 
can have generally similar heights and/or Widths. The illus 
trated shaping structure 340 can be formed by re?oWing the 
discrete shaping structure members 130, described above in 
FIGS. 2A and 2B, for a shorter period of time than the re?oW 
time required to form the shaping structure 140 illustrated in 
FIGS. 3A and 3B. 
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D. Additional Embodiments of Shaping Members for Form 
ing Microlenses 

FIGS. 8-12 illustrate Workpieces having a plurality of 
shaping members in accordance With different embodiments 
of the invention. For example, FIG. 8 is a schematic top plan 
vieW of a Workpiece 400 having a plurality of shaping 
members 430 located betWeen adjacent pixels 118. The 
illustrated shaping members 430 have generally circular 
cross-sectional shapes With different cross-sectional areas 
corresponding to the position of the shaping member 430 
relative to the associated pixel 118. For example, a ?rst 
shaping member 43011 has a ?rst diameter D1, a second 
shaping member 43019 has a second diameter D2 less than the 
?rst diameter D1, a third shaping member 4300 has a third 
diameter D3 less than the second diameter D2, and a fourth 
shaping member 430d has a fourth diameter D4 less than the 
third diameter D3. As described above With reference to 
FIGS. 2A and 2B, the shaping members 430 can have a 
generally similar height or different heights. In either case, 
the shaping members 430 are siZed and arranged to form a 
shaping structure With a desired con?guration. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece 500 
having a plurality of shaping members 530 in accordance 
With another embodiment of the invention. The illustrated 
shaping members 530 have different cross-sectional shapes 
and areas. For example, a ?rst shaping member 53011 has a 
generally oval cross-sectional shape With a ?rst cross 
sectional area, and second and third shaping members 
530b-c have generally circular cross-sectional shapes and 
second cross-sectional areas less than the ?rst cross-sec 
tional area. 

FIG. 10 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece 600 
having a plurality of shaping members 630 arranged 
betWeen adjacent pixels 118. The illustrated shaping mem 
bers 630 have generally rectangular cross-sectional shapes 
With different cross-sectional areas corresponding to the 
position of the shaping member 630 relative to the associ 
ated pixel 118. 

FIG. 11 is a schematic top plan vieW of a Workpiece 700 
having a plurality of shaping members 730 located betWeen 
adjacent pixels 118. The illustrated shaping members 730 
have different cross-sectional areas corresponding to the 
position of the shaping member 730 relative to the associ 
ated pixel 118. For example, a ?rst shaping member 73011 
has a ?rst cross-sectional area, a second shaping member 
73019 has a second cross-sectional area greater than the ?rst 
cross-sectional area, a third shaping member 7300 has a third 
cross-sectional area greater than the second cross-sectional 
area, and a fourth shaping member 730d has a fourth 
cross-sectional area greater than the third cross-sectional 
area. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic top plan vieW ofa Workpiece 800 
having a plurality of shaping members 830 located betWeen 
adjacent pixels 118. The illustrated shaping members 830 
have different cross-sectional areas corresponding to the 
position of the shaping member 830 relative to the associ 
ated pixel 118. For example, a ?rst shaping member 83011 
has a ?rst cross-sectional area, a second shaping member 
83019 has a second cross-sectional area greater than the ?rst 
cross-sectional area, a third shaping member 8300 has a third 
cross-sectional area greater than the second cross-sectional 
area, a fourth shaping member 830d has a fourth cross 
sectional area greater than the third cross-sectional area, a 
?fth shaping member 830e has a ?fth cross-sectional area 
greater than the fourth cross-sectional area, a sixth shaping 
member 830/‘has a sixth cross-sectional area greater than the 
?fth cross-sectional area, and a seventh shaping member 
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830g has a seventh cross-sectional area greater than the sixth 
cross-sectional area. In additional embodiments, the shaping 
members 830 can have different cross-sectional shapes, 
Widths, heights, and/or cross-sectional areas to form a shap 
ing structure With a desired con?guration. 
From the foregoing, it Will be appreciated that speci?c 

embodiments of the invention have been described herein 
for purposes of illustration, but that various modi?cations 
may be made Without deviating from the spirit and scope of 
the invention. For example, the shaping members and shap 
ing structures can have any combination of the features 
described above. Accordingly, the invention is not limited 
except as by the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. A method of forming a plurality of microlenses on a 

microfeature Workpiece having a plurality of pixels, the 
method comprising: 

forming a plurality of shaping members on the microfea 
ture Workpiece betWeen adjacent pixels; 

recon?guring the shaping members to form a shaping 
structure betWeen adjacent pixels; 

constructing discrete masses of lens material over corre 
sponding pixels such that individual masses of lens 
material are separated from each other by the shaping 
structure; and 

re?oWing the discrete masses of lens material to form a 
plurality of microlenses. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein: 
recon?guring the shaping members comprises re?oWing 

the shaping members; and 
constructing discrete masses of lens material comprises 

depositing lens material onto the workpiece and remov 
ing selected portions of the lens material adjacent to the 
shaping structure. 

3. The method of claim 2 Wherein the Workpiece has a 
surface, and Wherein forming the shaping members com 
prises: 

depositing a resist layer onto the surface of the Workpiece; 
patterning the resist layer; and 
selectively developing the resist layer to form the shaping 
members on the surface. 

4. The method of claim 2 Wherein forming the shaping 
members comprises constructing a plurality of discrete 
shaping members having at least approximately the same 
height. 
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5. The method of claim 2 Wherein forming the shaping 

members comprises constructing a ?rst shaping member 
having a ?rst cross-sectional area and a second shaping 
member having a second cross-sectional area different than 
the ?rst cross-sectional area. 

6. The method of claim 2 Wherein forming the shaping 
members comprises constructing a base and a plurality of 
discrete shaping members projecting from the base, and 
Wherein the base and shaping members are integral members 
of a shaping unit. 

7. The method of claim 2 Wherein the pixels comprise a 
?rst pixel and a second pixel adjacent to the ?rst pixel, 
Wherein forming the shaping members comprises forming 
?rst and second shaping members betWeen the ?rst and 
second pixels, and Wherein the ?rst shaping member is 
adjacent to the second shaping member and spaced apart 
from the second shaping member. 

8. The method of claim 2 Wherein removing selected 
portions of the lens material comprises etching the selected 
portions of the lens material. 

9. The method of claim 2 Wherein re?oWing the shaping 
members comprises forming a continuous shaping structure. 

10. The method of claim 2 Wherein re?oWing the shaping 
members comprises forming a shaping structure With dis 
crete portions. 

11. The method of claim 2 Wherein the shaping members 
have a ?rst height, and Wherein depositing lens material onto 
the Workpiece comprises placing a layer of lens material 
With a second height greater than the ?rst height of the 
shaping members. 

12. The method of claim 1 Wherein re?oWing the discrete 
masses comprises forming a plurality of microlenses having 
a shape based at least partially on a con?guration of the 
shaping structure. 

13. The method of claim 2 Wherein the shaping structure 
comprises an opaque structure that is nontransmissive to 
selected radiation. 


